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Financial aid becomes more complex

UC's position.

Financial aid with students filling out aid forms. "It's too difficult to apply for aid...You've got to be a genius to fill out all the forms." He emphasized accuracy when filling them out. "Estimates mean months delay." The speed of the financial aid office is often criticized. He says that "We're as fast as anyone in the state." The financial aid office is operating under a cumbersome system, with complicated rules and regulations. "There's a limit as to what we can do." In addition, he added that people must fill out a fair amount of time for their applications to be processed. He pointed out that a staff of 15 people handles the applications for approximately 8,000 students. The earlier an application is returned, the better. The office wants students to return the forms as soon as possible so that if they receive an award, they'll get it at the beginning of the academic year. George also added that many students fill out aid forms. "The government gives lip service to simplification...the government keeps making more problems." George sympathizes with students filling out aid forms. "It's too difficult to apply for aid...You've got to be a genius to fill out all the forms." He emphasized accuracy when filling them out. "Estimates mean months delay." The speed of the financial aid office is often criticized. He says that "We're as fast as anyone in the state." The financial aid office is operating under a cumbersome system, with complicated rules and regulations. "There's a limit as to what we can do." In addition, he added that people must fill out a fair amount of time for their applications to be processed. He pointed out that a staff of 15 people handles the applications for approximately 8,000 students. The earlier an application is returned, the better. The office wants students to return the forms as soon as possible so that if they receive an award, they'll get it at the beginning of the academic year. George also added that many of the future changes in financial aid upset him. Commenting on the I.R.S.'s plan to force students to report all scholarships and grants as income, and be subject to taxes on them as well, he said "It's abhorrent to me." Another new regulation for dependent students would require them to contribute money toward their needs based on the previous calendar year's tax forms, regardless of whether the student's need has changed or not, or whether their assets have changed as well. George said that this is "like double counting." Regulations regarding independent students, as well, have changed, though not for the better. The new methodology "ignores the expenses of the family...we have trouble with that," he said.

Paul Jankowski

"We want to hear what people think," says Debbie Sakai, UW-Stevens Point SGA Minority Affairs Director. Sakai was commenting on Kenneth A. Shaw's proposal that financially disadvantaged minority students receive a tuition waiver while in the UW system. Shaw is currently the UW System President.

Sakai, also head of SGA's Minority Affairs Committee, says that before her committee releases a resolution on Shaw's proposal, she wants to hear feedback or suggestions about it. "Every student on this campus will be affected...We want to make sure that there's input from everyone." Shaw's tuition waiver is only a small part of his program to address the growing problem of minority education in Wisconsin. Right now, minority students make up 4.7 percent of the UW's student body, up slightly from 4.5 percent in 1986. However, the number of black students fell 7 percent in the last seven years. Only 2,721 are now enrolled in the system.

Here at UWSP, Sakai says the numbers of minority students are dropping as well. Currently there are 171 American-born minority students registered for the '87-88 school year, down from 238 last year. She says that one reason why less students are here this year is the lack of minority support on campus. Private schools are attracting more students as well, and some just plain drop out.

To be eligible for Shaw's tuition waiver, financially disadvantaged minority students, (blacks, Hispanics, Native Americans, South Asians) would first have to pass several requirements. First, they would have to meet the UW's 1991 admission standards: 4 years of English, 3 years of social science, 53 years of math and science, and other areas as well such as a foreign language requirement.

Next, within these courses the students must meet or exceed a 2.5 grade point average.

Finally, all minority students receiving the waiver would have to remain in good standing with the university.

Sakai says that before any action is taken on Shaw's proposal, she wants to receive feedback about it. She says that in the near future she will be working in one of the Concourse's bookstores to respond to proposals about the proposal. Right now the general consensus is against it, but Shaw is to be commended for highlighting the problem, according to Sakai.

Don Parker, Minority Affairs Director for United Council,
**T.G.I.F.**

Thursday, February 11

Emerging Leaders Program will be given by Campus Activities. Tonight at 6:30 PM in the Wisconsin Room of the UC.

Performing Arts Series: American Reed Trio will be in the Fine Arts Building (COFA) at 8PM.

Friday, February 12

Pointer Basketball game will be at Home in Quandt against UW-Eau Claire.

Theatre Mainstage Production of THE LARK in the Jenkins Theater of the Fine Arts Building.

**Campus Notes**

**I love you**

With Valentine's Day coming up this weekend, the Pointer takes a historical and humorous look at the day St. Valentine died.

**Pointer poll**

Steve Cady, our student president, is currently taking 6 credits. Is this OK? Should he take 12? Take a look at what other students think.

**Howdy, Yank**

Corresponding from bloody England, a fellow student jots down his impressions and tales from a month spent abroad.

**Rabbit season**

Cottontail rabbits are the hunter's favorite small game. Most hunting careers can be traced back to these cute but wary dwellers of the briar patch, and as the world changes around them, so must the hunter.

**Bribing a Student Athlete**

Bribing a student athlete is a felony offense, under a bill recently passed by the Louisiana House. According to the bill (which must now meet Senate approval), a person convicted of bribing a student athlete could be fined up to $10,000 and imprisoned for up to five years. And athletes (including their families and friends) cannot accept gifts with a combined value of over $100.

**You scream, I scream, the Editor screams...**

The popular Ben & Jerry's brand of ice cream came up with an advertisement that was frozen out of Penn State U.'s Daily Collegian. The ad featured a man and woman, both wearing blue jeans with buttons saying "Take Your Licks." Apparently it wasn't that double entendre, but the fact that the woman's jeans were unbuttoned, while the man's were not, that sealed the ad's fate. One prominent feminist commented that the ad show "male sexuality is much more sacred.''

**They believe, but distrust**

Although journalism students believe in free enterprise, they also believe business people run inaccurate advertising, and aren't the most honest people in the world, according to a Western Kentucky U. survey taken at 11 schools. And although most said advertising shouldn't influence government officials, most opposed tighter government controls on advertising.

**One thousand kazooos looking for a home?**

That could be the situation at the U. of Hawaii, where the student government in September appropriated $10 to buy kazoos in quantity for use in the "Super Rooters" section of Aloha Stadium. Only trouble is, stadium rules prohibit noisemakers at football games. On top of that, the student senate then voted to give 90 of the kazoos to volleyball fans before the school team's next match. But—you guessed it—Pacific Coast Athletic Association rules prohibit noisemakers at football games. On top of that, the student senate then voted to give 90 of the kazoos to volleyball fans before the school team's next match. But—you guessed it—Pacific Coast Athletic Association rules prohibit noisemakers at football games.

**Catch the Wave**

Chattanooga State Technical Community College is the latest to join a growing number of institutions to offer money-back guarantees to students. The guarantee calls for a tuition refund to a student who earns at least a "C" grade for a course not transferable to other universities. The school also waives its graduate's 15 credits. Any graduate who is judged by their employer to be lacking the proper entry-level skills will receive further training without charge.
Mayor Schultz brings his political awareness to UWSF Toastmasters

by James De Cruz

Special to the Pointer

One might ask, what has political awareness got to do with public speaking, via the Toastmasters International movement? The reasons are numerous. The UWSF Toastmasters International, Charter 8141, District 35 (voted the Top Club in District 35 comprising Wisconsin and Upper Michigan) transmitted that political awareness into action by inviting the Mayor Scott Schultz of Stevens Point to address such a topic.

Mayor Schultz, an alumnus from UWSP, "gladly accepted although he had to be booked early in Fall 1987," according to James De Cruz, President of the club. "I felt that he was the most appropriate speaker to address this politically relevant topic given his present public office and some of his unique credentials and experiences at UWSP."

De Cruz also emphasized, "Mayor Schultz has non-shareable simplicity and it coupled with a warm personality identifiable with any audience."

As if expounding that point, Mayor Schultz touched on the importance of "knowing your audience whenever one communicates," to some 45 guests and members at their last club meeting on Sunday, February 7 at the Heritage Room. "This knack of knowing your audience," according to the mayor, is the most important essential any speaker or toastmaster should possess, early in the game. He also mentioned some of the political awareness and communications strategies that organizations like the Stevens Point Jaycees, County Boards, and Lions chapters adopt in promoting their activities.

"Political awareness is part and parcel of our communications process and it lies in with every facet of our lives," said the mayor. Hence, he feels that Toastmasters as "leaders in effective communications ought to bring that political awareness dimension to other groups and student organizations."

Preceding his address, District 35 Governor Ron LaPean, DTM (Distinguished Toastmaster) spoke of "Toastmasters as achievers, rubbing off energies to other UWSP members and members of the community."

It is He is proud that Club 8141 is able to portray that strong, dynamic and effective leadership unique of all the 106 clubs in the district.

Later, the District Governor presented two ribbons of achievement to the Club President, James De Cruz, in recognition of being the Top Club and having the largest number of newly recruited members.

But most importantly, the club's achievements and awareness dates back its humble beginnings to its founding adviser, C.Y. Allen, a communications professor at UWSF and Gall Pachall, his first assistant president. Presently, C.Y. Allen, Dr. Dan Distich and Dick Hawsley, Educational Lieutenant Governor, District 35 are the advisors. Both Distich and Hawsley are the active advisers and have helped the club grow.

As the meeting came to a close with the speech evaluations form the Evaluators, Time-keeper, Wizard of Aha, Grammarian, and General Evaluator, the underlying message was simple and crystal clear: Be aware of your audience—not beware your audience.

The UWSF Toastmasters held their bimonthly meeting Sunday night in the Heritage Room of the O.C. The guest speaker was Stevens Point mayor Scott Schultz who spoke to the crowd about the importance of political awareness in public speaking.

Jesse Jackson's Review

by Kelli Artisan

Senior Editor

This week's look at candidates for the Democratic Presidential nomination is turned to Jesse Jackson. Information for this article was taken largely from the candidate's campaign literature and speeches.

Jackson is undeniably a great orator, full of positive ideas and dedication to causes. He is perhaps best known as "American" in the conscience brotherhood, equal opportunity for all in fair employment practices and just housing policies for society to benefit from. However, there aren't any concrete methods one can cling to when discussing the Jackson campaign.

Jackson and the economy

- Cut the military without cutting defense, and revitalize civil industry to meet human needs.
- Invest in America by utilizing pension funds, backed by federal guarantees, to invest in housing, in small business, and in roads, bridges and transit systems.
- Increase taxes on the wealthy and on big business to reverse budget deficit and get the economy moving again.
- Create incentives for US corporations to export goods and services instead of jobs.
- Develop an international control of corporate conduct and insist that America is responsi-

The Student Government Association is teaming up with the League of Women Voters to host a "Political Awareness" booth at the Wellness Fair this weekend at the Center Point Mall.

The booth, which will be there on Saturday the 13th, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., will serve as a place to register to vote. This registration process will enable you to vote in all elections from local ones, for example alderman, to federal such as the President of the United States.

Two students are running for alderman positions this year. They are James S. Shulfer in the 2nd Ward and Daniel J. Brockopp in the 3rd Ward.

"Students in many universities are not taken seriously because they have such a low voter turnout," said Brenda Leathy, S.G.A. Legislative Affairs Director. "We would be taken much more seriously in all levels of politics if we could get a higher voter turnout.

In addition to voter registration, the political awareness booth will serve as a source of information for local politics. For example, if you wanted to know who your alderman is, which ward you live in, or where you go to vote, it would be the place to go.

The same senators that work the political awareness booth will also be speaking at all-ball meetings within the next three weeks.

Jesse Jackson's Review

The U.S. President's run for a third term is an example of what can happen. With a run for a third term, Jackson's message is somewhat heightened and focused. With the run for a third term, Jackson's message is somewhat heightened and focused.

Jesse Jackson on Health and Environmental Needs

We must:

- Create a comprehensive national health care system to replace the patchwork quilt which now leaves millions without care.
- Fund the necessary research to find a cure for AIDS.
- Eliminate the health hazards in our environment, clean up toxic and nuclear waste, and control population that cause acid rain and depletion of the ozone.

Jesse Jackson on Central America, South Africa and the Middle East

We must:

- Obey the rules of international law at all times.
- Respect all people's right to self determination and put a stop to US military intervention in foreign countries.
- Invest in a Marshall Plan for the Third World. Unless we raise their standard of living; match our own, we will soon watch our standard drop to match theirs.

SGA registering students

Special to the Pointer

The Student Government Association is teaming up with the League of Women Voters to host a "Political Awareness" booth at the Wellness Fair this weekend at the Center Point Mall.

The booth, which will be there on Saturday the 13th, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., will serve as a place to register to vote. This registration process will enable you to vote in all elections from local ones, for example alderman, to federal such as the President of the United States.

Two students are running for alderman positions this year. They are James S. Shulfer in the 2nd Ward and Daniel J. Brockopp in the 3rd Ward.

"Students in many universities are not taken seriously because they have such a low voter turnout," said Brenda Leathy, S.G.A. Legislative Affairs Director. "We would be taken much more seriously in all levels of politics if we could get a higher voter turnout.

In addition to voter registration, the political awareness booth will serve as a source of information for local politics. For example, if you wanted to know who your alderman is, which ward you live in, or where you go to vote, it would be the place to go.

The same senators that work the political awareness booth will also be speaking at all-ball meetings within the next three weeks.
Bush is loyal to Reagan, but loses in Iowa

Paul Jankowski
News Editor

"I lost."

George Bush is in trouble. Last Monday in Iowa, the Iowa Republican caucus gave him only 17 percent of the vote, placing third behind Robert Dole and Pat Robertson.

Bush's campaign has hard­ship all along. His biggest asset, being Vice President, is his media exposure. Often when Reagan speaks, Bush is seen right behind. But that is exactly the problem he faces, being too much behind Reagan. If loyalty equaled votes, there is no doubt that Bush would win. Bush sim­ply will not cross Reagan. Therein lies the heart of his troubles.

His advantage now is his campaign organization. As Bush moves to New Hampshire, he moves into a longstanding or­ganization already in high gear, and with his standing in Iowa as a spur, Bush appears to be in a very strong position for the primary this Tuesday with its 23 delegates in the balance.

Just where does Bush stand today?

On education, he emphasizes science and math. High school teachers, especially ones for students should also be computer literate. Literacy itself is also emphasized. "We spend far more on education than any country in the world. Yet 13 percent of our 17-year-olds are functionally illiterate...I think that's a tragedy."

Bush sees fewer and fewer farmers staying on the land. For those forced out of farming, he says he will "pursue rural development, diversification, re­training and education" policies. In fighting AIDS, he says that "education is our best weapon against this dreadful disease. In some respects, education is our ONLY weapon." Further, he supports more testing for the vi­rus. "We must protect those who do not have the disease. Thus...there must be more testing...Additionally, we are encouraging the states to offer routine testing for those who seek marriage licenses and for those who visit sexually trans­mitted disease or drug clinics. We are also encouraging states to require routine testing in state and local prisons."

Bush's loyalty to the Presi­dent is most obvious in his methods of reducing the deficit. "The President and I are com­mitted to reducing the defi­cit...we should work to balance the budget...not by raising taxes but by cutting spending...we will fight a tax increase every step of the way...give us the Balanced Budget Amendment and the Line Item Veto, and watch those deficits come down."

On Central America, in step with Reagan, Bush says that we're "for keeping the Soviet Union from establishing a beachhead in Central America...we must never take for granted our own hemisphere—our own front yard. We must be willing to help freedom and democracy prevail."

In dealing with the Soviet Union, he still echoes Reagan's remarks about the "Evil Empire. "We disagree with the Soviets on virtually every question of how human beings should govern themselves...This moral conflict is irreconcil­ing. We're in for a prolonged period of competition with a state that has two great related strengths: immense military strength and the will to accumu­late still more...The Soviets will change step by step...give us the Reference Room and at least two terminals will be on each floor, with the exception of the 8th floor, Government Docu­ments. It will have 6 terminals instead.

LRC automation project rolling

by Paul Jankowski
News Editor

Patricia Paul, Library Auto­mation Project Manager, says that by this summer, the wait­ed computerization of the LRC's holdings will be complete. Anne Nemec, Library Director, says that the card catalogue will be replaced by several computer terminals instead. In the lobby, nine terminals will replace the card catalogue. Several other terminals will be located throughout the building. Two terminals will be used in the Reference Room and at least two terminals will be on each floor.

"If you have built castles in the air, now put the foundations under them." —Henry David Thomas

Study in London for $4125 per semester. Includes air fare, resident tuition, field trips, family stay with meals.

Study in Seville, Spain, for $3225 per semester. Includes resident tuition, field trips, family stay with meals. No foreign language proficiency required.

Semester programs also in France and Mexico.

University of Wisconsin Platteville

See Castles in the Air
And learn your way around the world

"If you have built castles in the air, now put the foundations under them."

Henry David Thomas

Study in London for $4125 per semester. Includes air fare, resident tuition, field trips, family stay with meals.

Study in Seville, Spain, for $3225 per semester. Includes resident tuition, field trips, family stay with meals. No foreign language proficiency required.

Semester programs also in France and Mexico.

For further information, write or call:
Institute for Study Abroad Programs
308 Warner Hall
University of Wisconsin-Platteville
Platteville, Wisconsin 53818-3099
608-342-1726
ROTC Winter Lab Succeeds

Kathy Skidmore

Over 180 UWSP students participated in one of Point Batalion's finest Winter Lab weekends ever. Conducted by the University ROTC Dept., the three-day adventure training was held at Camp Williams over the weekend of Feb. 5, 6 & 7.

Men and Women enrolled in Military Science 102, 213 and 302 attended the exercise. Juniors and Seniors in the ROTC Program conducted the training as well as the logistics for the entire weekend.

Students took part in challenges such as cross-country skiing triathlons which included archery, shot gun shooting, snow shoe orienteering and a Leader Reaction Course which was designed to test individual leadership, courage and ability to work in teams.

The weekend lab is an annual recurring activity that encourages students to take part in activities that they would otherwise never see opportunity to do. This weekend provided the friendships made and the fun had by all and it even fulfills a university GPE 180 physical education credit.

This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound® to the beach, the mountains or your hometown.

For $49.50 each way, you and your friends will have a great time when you go Greyhound. And leave the driving to us.

Greyhound • 1725 West River Drive • 341-4740

Must present a valid college student I.D. card upon purchase. No other discounts apply.

Tickets are non-transferable and good for travel on Greyhound Lines, Inc., Trailways Lines and other participating carriers. Certain restrictions apply. Fare is each way per person based on round-trip purchase. Offer effective 2/15/88 through 4/25/88. Offer limited. Not valid in Canada. Greyhound also offers an unlimited mileage fare for $59.00 each way.

Some restrictions apply. © 1988 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
DOMINO’S PIZZA DELIVERS®

DOUBLES
TWO PIZZAS $5.95
Daily Special — No Coupon Needed

FOR FAST FREE DELIVERY
CALL... 345-0901
101 Division St., N. Stevens Point, WI

10” DOUBLES
TWO 10” (SMALL) PIZZAS
$5.95
  Two 10” Cheese Pizzas for $5.95
  Additional Toppings $ .99 for both Pizzas.

12” DOUBLES
TWO 12” (MEDIUM) PIZZAS
$7.45
  Two 12” Cheese Pizzas for $7.45
  Additional Toppings $1.09 for both Pizzas.

14” DOUBLES
TWO 14” (LARGE) PIZZAS
$9.45
  Two 14” Cheese Pizzas for $9.45
  Additional Toppings $1.19 for both Pizzas.

2 FREE Cokes
With this coupon receive
2 FREE cups of Coke with any
pizza purchase.
One coupon per order.
This coupon may be used with
Doubles offer.

Valentine’s Special
12” pizza with any 2 toppings and 2 Cokes for $5.95.

4 FREE Cokes
With this coupon receive
4 FREE cups of Coke with any
Doubles order.
One coupon per order.
This coupon must be used with
a Doubles order.

No coupon needed or accepted.
Expires: 2/17/88
Why is everyone so happy?

by Chris Asmussen
Staff Writer

Before you crack open your first box of chocolates on February 14th, think to yourself, "If this how I want to celebrate St. Valentine's Day?"

After all, do you really realize who St. Valentine was, or what happened to him on February 14th?

St. Valentine was a third-century Christian martyr who was beheaded, supposedly on the 14th of February.

So, why do we send cards, candy and roses to the ones we love on this day? It seems almost backwards to express feelings of love and bliss on the day dedicated to St. Valentine. I'm sure that he is not all too happy about this. After all, wouldn't you rather see feelings of grief other than love on the day you were murdered?

Al Capone realized that Valentine's Day was a day for death, and not for love. Why can't the rest of us realize that too?

True, it is nice to have a day set aside every year to love our loved ones. It's our own relationships we might have, but I hardly think Valentine's Day is that day.

But we can't cancel it. Too many people look forward to Valentine's Day to have a reason. Considering the fast-paced world we live in, finding time to show love for one another is hard. Therefore, it's important to set aside a day for that purpose.

So it is up to us, the students and faculty of UWSP, to designate a new date for the day of love and bliss. I propose the 15th of February. This way, the day of St. Valentine's death (a sad day) will be followed by a day of love.

It also seems that we have been celebrating Valentine's Day wrong, in terms of its original purpose. The original celebration was meant to give fertility to the women (the ancient Roman celebration, Lupercia). In this festival, men didn't give their mates candy or roses.

They instead gave them something more meaningful—lashes from an animal hide.

It was believed that the lashes aided in giving the women fertility. The women did not object to this behavior. As a matter of fact, I would assume they would rather receive lashes over those sugar heart candies that read, "Be Mine." I'm not objecting to those heart candies. I just feel that if there must be a Valentine candy, it should be green M&M's.

Whatever way you choose to celebrate Valentine's Day, I hope that you and your loved one enjoy it.

Get out of town

Five student groups, including participants from 18 states, have departed for overseas travel/study sponsored by the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point's Office of International Programs.

More than 140 people left campus recently bound for Great Britain, Australia, Spain, Greece or Taiwan. They will return in late spring.

Jack Curtis of the communicative disorders faculty is leading the 41 students to Great Britain. They will be headquartered for three months at the Boston Centre in London, followed by a three-week tour of the continent during April.

The group traveling to Australia will spend a week in New Zealand under the auspices of Wauketo University which has arranged for the students to stay overnight in a Maori tribal house. While residing for three months at Dunmore Lang in North Hyde, New South Wales, they will participate in historic and cultural activities commemorating Australia's centenary. In April they will have a nine-day break to visit places such as Tasmania or the Great Barrier Reef. Helen Heaton of the English faculty and Jack Heaton of natural resources are leading the 39 students.

The visitors to Spain will stay with families in Madrid from January until mid-May when they spend a week in France and the Netherlands. They return on May 22. Their leader is Douglas Henderson of the psychology faculty.

The students staying at the Hotel Herodion in Athens, Greece, will visit Turkey during April and will spend three weeks on the Isle of Crete among with professors from the British School of Archaeology. Also, several of the participants, who are of Greek descent, plan to visit relatives and research their heritage. Greg Nall, a Ph.D. candidate at UWSP, is leading this group.

Valentine's Day is celebrated with flowers, chocolates and cute little notes—all of which cost money.

Valentine's Day is celebrated over Valentine's Day, retailers love it even more.

According to University Bookstore Program Assistant Marie Cincera, Valentine's Day gift and novelty sales beat any other holiday, reason being that, for college clientele, "This is one of their liveliest holidays," said Cincera.

Cincera said that sales increase every day as Valentine's Day nears, with the peak of sales likely to occur tomorrow.

Most of these sales come in the form of cards. Students not only buy cards for girlfriends and boyfriends, but also for mom and dad, grandma and grandpa. There's even a card for the mailman. At an average cost of $1, sales figures quickly accumulate. On Monday, the net sales for bookstore gifts and novelties alone was $1,284.30.

Just as there is someone for everyone, there also seems to be a card for everyone. You can name it, they have it. Cards range from serious to silly, and from sexy to stupid.

For those who don't fancy giving cards, how about a little candy? The UC Student Managers have been sponsoring a chocolate heart sale in the course this past week. Hopes to sell 150 hearts, the sale ensures free delivery within a mile radius of campus for a price you're sure to love: $2.

There's also flowers. The university's floral shop, located at the information desk, has been reporting fairly brisk sales. The most popular purchases are two carnations, greens and a vase for $4.95 or a long-stemmed rose for $4. And for those who have a bit more risk money in mind, there's bouquets. Big Boa Little Sisters sponsored their underwear sale this past week. At $1 a pair, customers had the option of purchasing shorts with "Sweetheart," "Love You" or "Hidden Assets" embroidered on the front.

Of course, for those who don't have enough money to buy gifts, there are other less costly options.

Maybe a simple, yet sincere, "I love you."
Polling by Jim Malzewski

Yes, if everyone else does to why shouldn't he? What's he do all day?

Yes, I do believe the SGA president should take 12 credits.

I don't think that whether he takes 6 or 12 credits really matters. The thing that matters is that he represents the students' needs.

Yes, if he is to represent the students he should be required to maintain the work load of the average student.

Yes, I think the president of SGA should take 12 credits, because not only is he the president, he's also a full-time student.

The Pointer Poll is a weekly feature that allows students to voice their views on current topics of interest. So be careful walking around campus, because someone is likely to come up to you and say, "Smile, you've been selected for the Pointer Poll!"

Abroad, from page 7

Over 40 positions for singers, singer/dancers, musicians and technicians are available.

Try out at one of these three auditions:
Feb. 4 — U of Northern Iowa
Feb. 9 — North Dakota State
Feb. 13 & 14 — Augsburg College

Call Live Shows at (612) 445-7600 for audition requirements and times.

Valleysfair! Talent Search

One Valleyfair Drive, Shakopee MN 55379

Valleysfair! "Valley Time Out"

Try out for the University of Michigan, heading the group.

Jack Meaning of the UWSP mathematics faculty is accompanying the students to Taiwan. They will visit South Korea and Hong Kong before returning home in late April.

With the XV Winter Games kicking off in Calgary, Alberta Canada this weekend, Trivia Time takes a decidedly Olympic turn.

1. Who was America's only Olympic gold medal winner at Grenoble in 1960?
2. Who was in goal when the US hockey team defeated the Russians in 1980?
3. Which of the following is a Winter Olympic sport? a) biathlon b) heptathlon c) decathlon
4. What NFL star will be competing in Calgary as a member of the US bobsled team?
5. What is the name of the new domed stadium constructed especially for the Calgary Olympics?

Answers on page 9
NOTES FROM ABROAD

There are currently five UWSP groups that are spending spring semester abroad. Their geographical locations vary: Australia, Britain, Greece, Spain, Taiwan. “Notes from Abroad” will periodically feature the experiences and tales of these groups through one of its participants.

by Charlie Nester
Special to the Pointer

Hello Stevens Point! Greetings from London.

I've been asked by our esteemed paper to write a bit about the Semester Abroad Program in England. So here I am writing to you from the group's favorite establishment and study facility—Lenten.

They serve a great cider and, of course, Guinness Stout. The Brit's beer is good, but a number of us are mourning the loss of Bock season. I hope my roomies on College Ave. save me a couple of cases.

Well, on to business. The trip to England so far has been great. We arrived on January 13 and were immediately forced to hop on the tube (subway) in order to get to the French Cathedral, Sherlock Holmes Pub, Power Bridge, etc.

We did not have classes until the following Tuesday, so our natural tourist instincts took over. We did it all and saw it all: Westminster Abbey, changing of the Guard, St. Paul's Cathedral, Sherlock Holmes Pub, Power Bridge, etc.

Although our art history professor, Mr. Bradberry, sounds like someone from Monty Python, he's a fantastic lecturer. This has probably become everyone's favorite class.

A lot of people have already taken weekend trips to such places as Stonehenge, Windsor Castle and the Lake District. Some women from the group hitchhiked down to Brighton. Hitchhiking is very safe in England. When they arrived there, they found the youth hostel closed. They ended up staying at a British family's house, being fed and given a tour of the area for free. All they had to do were the dishes. They spent $16 pounds, a total of $5, that weekend.

Of course, not all of us have been so lucky with the natives. We hear a lot of “Bloody Yanks” upon entering pubs and restaurants in London.

An adventurous member of our group, Dave Mirkens, drooped in his Spinal Tap T-shirt and came pants, feared for his life and vanished upon entering the Jack the Ripper Pub to enjoy a pint of Guinness. He was so nervous about hanging out and taking “Bloody Yanks” abuse that he slammed his 30-ounce pint, something not recommended by Mr. Mirkens, since bathroom fixtures are few and far between.

We left our glasses and it's time to go. I hope you’re enjoying school, snow and Point Bock. I, along with the 41 members of the Semester Abroad Program, recommend that you jump at the chance to take part in International Program's trips abroad. You will enjoy them completely.

Fred Buhsler, assistant reference librarian, said, "We like the Wilson Line better and it is less expensive. The data base to Wilson is more versatile. You will be able to do more with it."

Trivia Answers

1. Peggy Fleming
2. Jim Craig
3. a) The biathlon, which combines shooting and cross-country skiing.
4. Willie Gault, Wide Receiver of the Chicago Bears
5. The Saddestone.

by Bill Kiel
Trivia Consultant

LRC activity

Card catalog goes high-tech; farewell Infotrac

by Jodi Ott
Staff Writer

Hunting through hundreds of index cards for that right book is nobody's idea of fun. But thanks to OCLC LS-2000, the card catalog just might be more fun.

In March of 1981, an Automation Committee, headed by Patricia Paul, is putting the card catalog into this system. It is hoped that it will be ready by summer.

"It's going to be different, but quicker," said Paul. She said it is user-easy and isn't command accurate typing, but it has an erase key. "It's very literal. You can get back what you type in," said Paul.

The user can call up information by subject, author, title or something else. Government documents may also be found. Response time is good and if the material is unavailable, the system will let you know when it is due back. There will be a total of 38 computers, with eight in the lobby, three in the Reserve Room, and two each on all the other floors.

"Right now there are about 17 or 18 terminals out but they are not available for the public yet," said Paul. All other UW cluster schools are working with this system except for UW-Madison and UW-Milwaukee which have their own. The data base system is fully operational at UW-Oshkosh and UW-Eau Claire. Other schools are somewhere in the process of installing it.

When the program is installed, the lobby of the library will be changed. The card catalog will become more compact to make room for the terminals.

Another change in the library is the disappearance of Infotrac for free. All they had to do was replace it with Wilson Line.

Fred Buhsler, assistant reference librarian, said, "We like the Wilson Line better and it is less expensive. The data base to Wilson is more versatile. You will be able to do more with it."

Buhsler said students have been wondering what happened to Infotrac but they are learning again how to use paper copies.

PARTNERS PUB

"MR. TWISTER"
Jazz, Rock, Blues, Remote Sax Playing

FRIDAY, FEB. 12
9 P.M. - 1 A.M.

Super-YOUR OWN TACOS $2.25
FREE PEANUTS CORONA & 4-10 P.M.
IMPORTED BEER MARGARITA 3-1-25 SPECIALS
344-9547

MINT FLOWERS
CenterPoint Mall
1201 3rd Court, Stevens Point, WI 54481
341-5414

VALENTINE SPECIAL
10% OFF
purchases made on Feb. 12, 13 or 14
when you clip this ad!

Quality flowers for the one you love!
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"The Lark"

by Jim Malzewski

Features Editor

An estimated 1,000 people saw "The Lark" open last weekend as the Theatre Arts Department unveiled its first play of the spring semester.

Directed by Thomas F. Nevis, "The Lark" centers around Joan of Arc's trial, using flashback sequences to fill in details of her earlier life. These flashbacks prove to be the biggest challenge for Jeannette d'Armand, who plays the young Joan. Ms. d'Armand, whose dialogue represents a great portion of the two-hour play, is frequently called upon to revert to earlier days, often at the snap of a finger. Her command of lines and direction in guiding the play through its present-past course are the backbone in this drama.

J. Andrew Voight gives an outstanding performance. Playing the ailing Cauchon, Voight's resemblance to the stereotypical and media-formulated image of a priest is exact. Tall and slender, a touch of gray hair, slight Irish accent, and a hobble brought on by age leaves Cauchon in the awkward position of watching her burn, knowing he's made a mistake. His lack of direction and necessity of giving in to authoritative wants has a grave impact on his self-confidence and conscience.

While lacking the glitz and appeal of musicals and comedies, "The Lark" not only entertains, but also informs. The unfolding thoughts aroused throughout the drama are that this really did happen. The shocking reality that such monstrous individuals do exist makes the play relevant to today's world. The overridng impression that Joan became a victim of society bears similar resemblance to the many victims that society preys upon today, simply because they fail to conform.

Although occasionally dragging through lengthy conversations early on, "The Lark" manages to pick up speed and emotion as it nears its climax, making it worthwhile and thought-provoking.

With 36 actors on stage much of the time, "The Lark" provides an abundance of visual novelty. Costumes, each one uniquely tailored to match the character's personality, provide an essential historical flavor which accompanies the plot. "The Lark" will be playing all three days this weekend in the Jenkins Theatre of the Fine Arts building. Showtimes are at 8pm. Tickets are still available.

Remember Dick and Jane from last semester? They went to Della's to celebrate completion of their finals BEFORE returning their textbooks and now they owe the University $350.00.

So . . . our two negligent friends must be frugal with their money and take advantage of the BIG SALE AT TEXT RENTAL

USED TEXTS

20% OFF

(Bring your texts with you)

DISCONTINUED TEXTS

!!! 25¢ — $3.00 !!!

The University Centers
acids. If there is too much of one amino acid (as commonly proposed in amino acid supplements for body building), it may compete and interfere with the absorption and use of other amino acids. For example, the three amino acids leucine, isoleucine and valine (the former two commonly found in protein supplements) compete for the same mechanisms; thus, an excess of one interferes with the utilisation of the others.

Recall that the body manufactures the 13 nonessential amino acids for protein synthesis. The reason that supplementation with amino acids may be hazardous and critical is that if the body is overloaded with an excess of one amino acid, that, in turn competes with others for breakdown and transfer. Thus, other amino acids may not be available.

Consequently, it is possible that some of those vital proteins necessary for life will not be made. Therefore, it isn’t recommended to supplement with amino acids unless there is a medically diagnosed deficiency of a specific amino acid.

There is no magic in protein. Remember basic exercise physiology: A muscle’s mass and strength is increased by that muscle’s resistance to repeated exercise, not by excess dietary protein intake, use of protein powders or amino acid supplementation. Protein requirements don’t increase with exercise; caloric requirements do, and are best met by an increased intake of complex carbohydrates (i.e. breads, cereals, vegetables, and fruit).

Excess dietary protein is expensive to purchase, as are supplements. They also may be high if fat which could increase the risk of cardiovascular disease. Excess protein that isn’t utilized in meeting the body’s day-to-day needs will be converted to calories or stored as fat. The excess nitrogen must be diluted by water and excreted.

Turn to page 25

Arctic Fest, from page 20

Old Boys in the semi-finals. A-side played them tough, but came out on the losing end 12-0 after trailing 6-4 at the half.

UW-Eau Claire beat Marquette in the consultation bracket to take home the third place trophy.
President candidates wanted at UWSP

University News Service

Even though there's an abundance of presidential candidates, professors and students at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point wonder whether they'll be able to keep alive a tradition on campus of attracting aspiring Oval Office for public addresses.

The problem is, according to political-science professor Edward Miller, that the Wisconsin primary is viewed as much less important than it was 30 and even fewer years ago. Nonetheless, letters will be sent very soon inviting all of the Republican and Democratic candidates to make individual visits to the campus to participate in programs in which they would be asked to give prepared remarks and answer questions from a special panel of students and then from the audience.

The invitations will be for appearances anytime before the state's primary election on April 5.

The Public Affairs Council, a student organization within the Department of Political Science and headed by Nancy Sternweis, 11084 Lincoln Spencer Rd., Marshfield, will issue the invitations. If there are acceptances, Miller will assist with the arrangements as the group's faculty adviser.

Miller said that the Wisconsin primary once drew considerable attention because it was an "early one and occurred on the hill to the California primary. The number of delegates we have wasn't as important as the momentum that a candidate could generate."

But this year, he adds, many of the delegates to the two parties' presidential nominating conventions will have been chosen by the time Wisconsin voters go to the polls.

UWSP's last good year in attracting candidates was in 1980 when the lineup of seekers included Republican George Bush, Democrat Edward Kennedy and Jerry Brown, and Republican turned independent John Anderson.


"In 1984, our primary was on the same day as New York's and that minimized our primary. There should be more interest in (the candidates coming to UWSP) this year because we don't have a popular incumbent running for re-election," Miller said in noting a more open field of competition.

After the party conventions are held this year, it is expected the university will again offer its facilities as a forum for the two nominees and/or their vice presidential running mates. Twelve years ago, Robert Dole, the vice presidential running mate for incumbent President Gerald Ford, stamped in the Berg Gym.

This year, he'll receive one of the invitations to speak for his own presidential bid.

---

Cottontails, from page 10

that the rabbit may be up to 300 yards in front of, the dog.

A shot gun is best for rabbit hunting and it doesn't have to be anything beyond a quality factory gun, but it should fit the hunter. The term shotgun fit is somewhat difficult to explain. Simply, it means that the shotgun must come to the shoulder pocket in one fluid movement, the hunter's eyes must also be able to see from the top of the barrel. Anything from the common single shot to an expensive over/under shotgun, is just as long as it fits. Gauge is a matter of personal choice, one is just as well as the other, with the exception of the little 410 bore. A 410 should only be used by experienced hunters, its charge is too weak for beginning hunters. It comes right down to whatever suits the hunter's hunting philosophy, and whatever type produces the best field results.

In selecting the proper gauge and choke, modern hunters need a choke bore that opens up quickly. Constricting the pattern, as it happens with full choke and even the modified barrels, defeats the purpose for the short-range shooting used in rabbit hunting. Unlike the rifle, the shotgun has some room for error. A shotgun is pointed, not aimed. The expanding pattern compensates for small pointing errors. A full choke requires the hunter to be more precise, and this is extremely difficult to do in a matter of seconds in heavy brush or ground cover.

Contrary to myths, the long barrel contributes nothing to its range. The charge of a shotgun reaches its maximum velocity at around the 20-inch mark of the barrel. Long barrels swing more smoothly and are ideal for waterfowl and pheasant. A compact 26-inch barrel is the best overall rabbit barrel.

Shot size is a matter of choice, but super heavy shot pellets, such as number 4 and 5's, form much thinner patterns, and the extra pellet weight is not needed for the thin-skinned cottontail. Number six shot is the most universally accepted. Experienced rabbit hunters also pattern their guns and shot. They do not take the size and shape of the pattern for granted. Experienced shotgunists do not always send the shot where the gun is pointed, and therefore the experienced hunter will take adeen or so shots from a resting position into a sheet of newspaper to reveal exactly how the scattered pattern looks.

There may be nothing exotic about rabbit hunting, and while it may lack the glamour and prestige of other types of hunting, it is the starting point or catalyst of many hunting careers. And there is no charging that...
You Want A Readable Portable?

The Zenith Data Systems
Z-181 Laptop PC
suggested retail price: $2,399
Special Student Price: $1,199

Contact the
Computer Science Association
Tuesday and Thursday mornings

Don't Miss These Other Student Specials

The Zenith Data Systems Z-286 AT
Perfect for heavy-duty word processing, accounting and spreadsheets, the Z-286 AT is ideal for students who need more muscle in their classroom. It's IBM compatible so you can run virtually all of today's educational and business MS-DOS software. The Z-286 AT also comes standard with 512K RAM... for enough memory to hold large spreadsheets and data bases.

The Zenith Data Systems Z-159 PC
- PC-compatible to run virtually all MS-DOS software
- 768K RAM for enough memory to hold large spreadsheets and data bases
- MS-DOS included
- Choice of video cards for high resolution graphics
- Microsoft Windows software with hard disk version
- Great for heavy-duty word processing, accounting and spreadsheets:

The Zenith Data Systems easy pc
- Easy to operate... you can be up and running within minutes after opening the box.
- Tells you exactly what to do with Microsoft's MS-DOS Manager
- A 14" monochrome monitor on a tilt-swivel base
- Easy-to-use keyboard
- PC compatibility to run virtually all MS-DOS software
- Perfect for students on a budget and a schedule!

The Zenith Data Systems Z-216 AT
Perfect for heavy-duty word processing, accounting and spreadshee

The Zenith Data Systems Z-183 PC
- PC-compatible to run virtually all NS-DOS software
- 768K RAM
- Choice of video cards for high resolution graphics
- Microsoft Windows software with hard disk version
- Great for heavy-duty word processing, accounting and spreadsheets.

The Zenith Data Systems Z-159-12 (high resolution monitor included)
Retail Price: $2,199
COLL. BIA PRICE: $1,149

The Zenith Data Systems Z-159-13 (high resolution monitor included)
Retail Price: $2,298
COLL. BIA PRICE: $1,199

The Zenith Data Systems ZSA-216-02 (high resolution monitor included)
Retail Price: $2,498
COLL. BIA PRICE: $1,399

The Zenith Data Systems ZSA-216-25 (high resolution monitor included)
Retail Price: $3,298
COLL. BIA PRICE: $1,799

The Zenith Data Systems ZSA-159-12 (high resolution monitor included)
Retail Price: $2,199
COLL. BIA PRICE: $1,149

The Zenith Data Systems ZSA-159-13 (high resolution monitor included)
Retail Price: $2,298
COLL. BIA PRICE: $1,199

The Zenith Data Systems ZSA-159-12 (high resolution monitor included)
Retail Price: $2,199
COLL. BIA PRICE: $1,149

The Zenith Data Systems ZSA-159-13 (high resolution monitor included)
Retail Price: $2,298
COLL. BIA PRICE: $1,199

ES-1 (one 1 1/2" floppy drive)
Retail Price: $999
COLL. BIA PRICE: $499

ES-2 (two 1 1/2" floppy drives)
Retail Price: $1,199
COLL. BIA PRICE: $599

ES-20 (one 3 1/2" floppy drive; one 20MB hard drive)
Retail Price: $1,699
COLL. BIA PRICE: $899

So readable the characters jump off the screen. More power. Less weight. And an IBM PC-compatible operating system. Here's the Zenith Data Systems Z-181 PC... a laptop with all the features of a desktop! And we can even put a spin on it.

Now, the Z-181 Laptop PC can be yours at a great student price when you visit your nearby Zenith Data Systems Campus Contact. We'll give you a full demonstration, and match you up with the right software and peripherals. To give you a computer that can take you from college to career!

So stop by today. And while you're at it, ask about the Z-183 PC... our most powerful laptop yet. See you soon!
Valentine's Day Massacre

Here we are. Another Valentine's Day before us and what are we going to do?

Valentine's Day is a once a year sensation. In theory I guess it's tolerable, but give me a break. I haven't even recovered from Christmas yet alone prepared myself mentally or financially for Valentine's Day.

Valentine's Day will be remembered in all shops, grocery stores and schools across the country will have children involved in making hearts in remembrance of Valentine's Day. Practically every merchant in our land will somehow honor the day with decorations and cozy Valentine messages for us to enjoy and ponder. You know, the really deep messages of the holiday, "Be Mine", "Hi Valentine" and "You're Sweet" frosted on cakes, stamped in hard candies, and printed on cookies. Gosh, the United States must really be moved by Saint Valentine. He must have been one heck of a guy for the whole country commercially endorse this guy big day in the sunshine.

I am positive that he did a great deal more than just distribute love notes or words of tender affection to those around him. America must know that he in some way raised the spiritual conscience of the world with his godly words of freedom and peace for all. He probably worked to liberate all people using love and compassion to guide an understanding to those of whom he despised.

We wouldn't pay so much attention to Valentine if he hadn't really rocked our socks in his day with innovative ideas about our responsibilities to fellow occupants of this earth, giving peace a chance, loving those who lust us and other Judeo-Christian ideals. It's no mystery that Valentine's Day is one of the most recognized, joyful events of this season. Why? Because we love to love those who are near and dear to us.

I think there's another holiday around this time of the year reminding some guy I believe it's in January, oh well, it's probably not important. I'm sure he wasn't important enough to this century to receive a Nobel Peace Prize, the most prestigious award this world has to offer. He just mandated that this country live up to its creed that "These truths were self evident, that all men were created equal." No big deal, he simply challenged this country to own up to its obligation to all Americans and for that, he killed for it. He sure does look foolish next to the great saint Valentine any day. All 52 states honor a Saint who may or may not have existed, who may or may not have written "I love you" notes for friends, but we do know what the life of Dr. Martin Luther King meant this nation and his commitment to Jews and Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, blacks, whites, yellows, reds, greens, and blues, but only 42 states in the US acknowledge this day honoring a man who had more courage, more dignity and more strength than you and I will ever have.

How ironic. The land of the free, the home of the brave, give me a break. When twenty years later, a nation can sit in front of a television set and watch human beings tumble over sports cars while racist police officers protecting the ideals of a racist society by literally beating the life out of unarmed, non-violent, innocent men and women and feel nothing, there's a problem.

King was a person who refused to go back at those who wanted to kill him and eventually did. When this man is not recognized for the ideals he advocated, the love he taught a generation to share freely with the world, and St. Valentine's Day is given more attention than King is, then we are once again rudely awakened by the fact that we have all got a long way to go in establishing a just society of honorable human beings. Happy Valentine's Day.

by Kelli Artison
Senior Editor

In response to popular demand, this week's editorial column will be presented in a slightly different format. The format change is due to the reception that follows, please notice the very revealing, carousing, religious, symbolic and satirical elements, the extreme sensitivity paid to delicate issues, the fact that nothing rhymes. You might get a better feel for the poem if you read it aloud in a rhythm, "Leaping sort of way, while skipping your fingers along - every now and then, and being a little - Wow man, pretty heavy!"...And now, by Stud Weasal, "I Fell Asleep in Class, Then I Went to the U.C."

Head on my desk...Professor unhappy...Phlegm in my throat making funny noises...Professor unhappy...Pretty woman next to me...I considered a throwing up - extremely disgusted...Drool drops from corner of my mouth...Carly Simon - Anticipation - Heinz Catsup commercial...Drool lands on notebook...Womans next to me - I saw the drool make contact with paper...Womans next to me - extremely disgusted...Nightmare...Man with hockey mask and sharp finger nails...Throut...Scream...Professor unhappy...Professor unhappy...Professor unhappy...Extreme embarrassment...Notice drool on my notebook...What to do with it?...Under the desk?...No, not thick enough.Woman next to me - she asks notice?...What to do with it?...Throw out the page - throw it out...What to do...Agitation - more people notice...Professor unhappy...Professor unhappy...Considering transferring to another college...What to do with it?...Shirt sleeve...Close the notebook...Waiting for the drool...No, no, no...class over...Professor still talking...Professor still talking...Professor still talking...Professor still talking...Professor unhappy...Class finally over...Walk to the U.C.
Censorship - United States - 0

Poor Location busts spring break bubble

To the Editor:

My name is Kevin Hartler, marketing manager for Echo Travel Incorporated. We have been in business doing college tours since 1974. I am writing in response to the article entitled, "Spring break options: Ultimately, the choice is yours," dated February 4, 1988. Just a couple of points that I believe need to be added to the article.

First is that the location of the hotel is important for a spring break tour. Please keep in mind that the beach is 22 miles long and a poor location could spell disaster for your trip. The Plaza Hotel is located at 600 N. Atlantic Ave., which is in the center of the strip. The surrounding nightlife and the amenities of The Plaza can enhance one's stay. The Castaway Beach Resort is located at 2795 S. Atlantic Ave., making it at least two miles from the pier, not one mile as the other tour operators representatives suggest. Cab ride can be expensive each night as students gather to enjoy the nightlife.

Second, policies of each hotel do differ. The Plaza Hotel does allow alcohol in the rooms on a regulated basis—which means no kegs or several cases per requesting The Plaza Hotel offers the student the finest accommodations on the beach.

The nightlife and eating establishments located within easy walking distance of The Plaza make it a demanded hotel. As the article states, "The choice is yours." but remember location and the hotel should be strongly considered.

To the Editor:

The recent 5-3 Supreme Court decision permitting legal censorship of the free press has a lot of newspapers and editors wondering about the future of freedom of the press in America. Without a doubt, this decision paves the way for usurpation of other constitutional rights as we move closer to a Nazi-style Police State. The theme of the United States Courts is clear: Uphold those individual rights which are convenient to uphold and innocuous enough not to get in the way of totalitarianism; creatively interpret all of the other rights out of existence. Of course, this must be done slowly and stylish enough so not to alarm too many people and arouse them to action.

The Second Amendment reads, "The Right of the People to Keep and Bear Arms Shall Not Be Infringed." This right has all but been creatively interpreted out of existence by the courts who maintain that the right to own and carry arms is not an individual right, but rather a right ascribed to the people of the Militia. First automatic weapons were banned, then other "non-sporting" weapons, and now handguns have come under the axe! It was the newspapers and the newspaper editors who clamored for gun control and were quick to embrace the Courts' distorted interpretation of the Second Article off the Bill of Rights. Now that the Courts are trumping on our First Amendment rights, they are the first to yell, "Foul Play!" Perhaps this is the true meaning of "Poetic Justice!"

Not too long ago I read an editorial in a very popular advocating the seatbelt law. I believe that the decision to wear or not to wear a seatbelt is a personal decision and ought not to be mandated under penalty of law. It is one of those rights which falls under the 'right to privacy.' There was no referendum on the seatbelt law, either advisory or binding. Nobody even knows for certain whether a majority of people support this law (400,000 signed a petition to repeal that state's seatbelt law!) and yet we have it and we have signs along the road which proclaim it's Our Law!" It isn't my law; I didn't vote for it!

What is the next right that will be creatively interpreted out of existence? Will it be freedom of religion? Will it be the right to petition for redress of grievances? (Not too long ago we didn't even have an office ever listen!) Will it be the right to be free of searches without warrants? (Police already raid homes without search warrants and it is upheld as legal!) Will it be the right to have an attorney? Just what will be next? Hitler would be proud to know that his theory of "expediency dictates policy" is alive and well in America! Imagine a law prohibiting any religion which did not conform to Judeo-Christian ethics! Imagine a law requiring a permit to carry a concealed newspaper! Imagine a law obligating a waiting period before purchasing a book or magazine! Similar laws have been passed to void the force of the Second Amendment and they could easily be passed and upheld to void other constitutional rights.

Yes, just as the threeRs are taught in school, so should students be taught their rights as United States Citizens. Freedom of the press is one right; the right to keep and bear arms is another — and without the latter to enforce it, the former has no meaning and can be discarded at will. The Framers of the Constitution knew very well that all of the rights that one could possibly imagine and enumerate in any document wouldn't be worth the paper on which they were printed unless the individual citizen had the means to protect and defend them!

Hopefully the press has learned a valuable lesson in the Court decision against freedom of Cho. In clamoring for gun control, the press has paved the way for abdication of their own rights. Campaigns against other peoples' rights quite often lead to a loss in some of one's own rights. Perhaps people who live in paper houses shouldn't play with fire!

I am, most sincerely,
Dr. David E. Miller 1070 N. Water St. Platteville, Wisconsin 53818

Censorship-United States-0

Campus Notes

MORE EVIDENCE OF FRAT PARTY CRACKDOWNS comes from the U. of Georgia, where a long tradition of open fraternity parties—public welcome, alcohol okay— is history. The policy results from a September brawl at a frat party following a Dawg home game. "In 25 years, there won't be fraternities on campus because of the way the university is coming down on us," predicted one brother.

SPREADING OF BRAWLS, a very viable one took place between members of rival fraternities at Texas Tech. U.— during the Homecoming parade. Apparently, a dispute over a billion stolen 35 years ago from one of the fraternity members of the other—erupted when the bell appeared at the end of the parade. The dean's office is investigating the incident.

CRIMINAL CHARGES AND SEVERE SANCTIONS have been levied against an Indiana State U. fraternity after a pledge nearly died from drinking too much alcohol at a house party. Among the sanctions: no alcohol in the house and no alcohol-related, chapter-sponsored parties for a year, and sponsorship of alcohol awareness programs. In addition, some individual members face criminal charges.

HOMER'S ODYSSEY AND MORE'S UTOPIA serve to prop up of Texas students into creating imaginary worlds of their own. They're taking a course called "paragography," which, according to the professor who teaches the course, is "the geography of places that aren't real." After reading classic works like Lord of the Rings, students create their own worlds. Many make maps, documents and drawings. Some write elaborate histories and religious traditions.

TESTS OF AN EXPERIMENTAL DRUG at the U. of Tennessee went sour when the subjects, UT dental and medical students, developed severe side effects, according to an $11 million suit filed by the students against the drug manufacturer. Twelve students joined the suit against the manufacturer, claiming that they were warned of possible mild side effects from the experimental antidepressant, but experienced vomiting, rashes, anxiety, and muscle tremors had enough to land eight of them in the hospital overnight.

An informational meeting will be held on

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1988 9:30 P.M. DEBOT GREEN ROOM

and

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1988 9:30 P.M. UPPER MAIN LOUNGE - ALLEN CENTER

RESIDENT ASSISTANT POSITIONS
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Cottontails are for everyone

by Andrew Fendos

Outdoors Editor

The common rabbit is America's number one game animal. Everyone knows the long eared creature. Its white powder puff tail tagged it with the nickname cottontail. It can be found practically anywhere, from shrubs in housing developments, to the densest farm fields. However, it prefers thick cover, which is the prime reason it survives. A rabbit may appear cute and helpless, but the briar patch dweller is a rough customer, and is more than a match for many of its enemies.

The average rabbit may reach 18 inches in length and tip the scales at between two and three pounds. Maybe it isn't too large or impressive, but it knows a few tricks for survival. Its huge ears turn at the slightest sound, and the eyes are on the side of the head to give it 360 degree vision. It's tough for an enemy to sneak up on the wary rabbit without alarming it.

The rabbit's best weapon for survival however, is its birth rate. To say rabbits are prolific is putting it mildly. They can breed at six months and may have four litters a year. Normally the female is bred the sununer, it's a never ending cycle. Everyone knows that radiation can return to the decontaminated area around the reactor.

In the past, many rural folks know a few tricks to get the best harvest of corn or grain back now drained and filled in. A harvest of corn or grain back under ultraviolet light from the sun. The rabbit hunting is the campus coordinator.

A senior Soviet medical patient may lie in Egypt. Egyptologists Alain-Pierre Zivie is studying cat mummies in countries and shedding new light on the animal's ancestry. Zivie has discovered hundreds of thousands of cat mummies in excavations near Sakkara's City of the Dead dating more than 1,300 years old. He has found that our present cats are very closely and are not the wild cats once thought to be the first house cats.

Weather forecasting has come a long way since the early days of radio and TV. Weather forecasters are now called upon by shipping companies, commodity traders, professional sports teams, and building contractors. Their services may run from a simple $200 to $400 monthly or up to $50,000 for a special consulting contract. Business has become more aware of the impact weather has on earnings and operations. A monk seal in Hawaii is having problems getting its rest. The rare 7 foot long, 600 pound seal comes ashore to sun itself rocks. People passing by mistakenly think the animal is hurt or sick and try to chase it back into the water. These actions are illegal, being a violation of federal law. The Hawaiian monk seal is one of two mammals native to Hawaii.

The larvae of gypsy moths are very destructive to forests. A new compound has been developed that may help abate this gypsy moth problem in Wisconsin. A pulpwood based sunscreen will undergo final tests this summer. The mixture Orsan LS protects a virus that controls the moths. The virus breaks down under ultraviolet light from the sun. The sunscreen may increase virus life from two days to two weeks.

The 1988 Wisconsin Lakes Convention will be held at UW-SP March 25-26. This convention is designed to gather community leaders from lakeshore areas to pursue the goal of a cleaner lake. The campus University Center will be the meeting place with workshops in funding, wetland appreciation, and loons in Wisconsin among others.

The United States and Canada have recently signed a pact that commits both governments to a migratory waterfowl habitat improvement program. Soil conservation districts and wildlife professionals will be consulted in the U.S. Regulations are expected to have the most impact on the 'Great Northern Prairie States' around the Dakotas. Testing for nitrates in drinking water is being stressed now more than ever. Nitrates come from a variety of sources, some of them easy to control, 10 to 20 parts per million (ppm) is considered safe. Farming in the Central Valley, Folsom Reservoir, Rock and Door counties are considered the most susceptible areas to nitrates and other pollutants. Nitrates cause the most problems for very young children and over 150 have died from this contamination around the world.

Using ethics when hunting means to respect landowners and the land. Use game property and get permission to hunt on the land of others.
Putting your 
woods to work

Radioactive waste site worth millions

Sandy Seamore
Outdoor writer

No state wants to house the nation's dump for high level ra-
dioactive wastes. So, in re-
sponse, Senate Energy Commit-
tee Chair Bennett Johnson (D-
La.), and ranking minority mem-
ber Senator James M.
Chure, added bill S 295 to the
more than a dozen bills that seek to revamp-the Na-

If this bill is enacted, the
state or Indian tribe that volun-
teers to host the permanent re-
pository will get $100 million
when they sign a binding agree-
ment.

Although any state or Indian
tribe could claim the money by
volunteering a suitable site
within the first year of the bill's
passage, the idea is to motivate
one of the following National Sites on the list.

The program is administered
by the County Agricultural Sta-
bilization and Conservation Ser-
tice. Technical assistance to the landowners is availa-
ble through the Soil Conservation
Service (SCS), Wisconsin De-
partment of Natural Resources
and UW-Extension.

A new area of land, filter
strips, has been added to the
list of lands eligible for the 1988
Conservation Reserve Program
(CRP) during the February 1-19
sign-up period, Tom Hauge, Wis-
consin Department of Natural
Resources wildlife manager
said.

"The filter strip area permit-
ted to be included for CRP
funding is the area created by
one to one and a half chain
lengths (66 to 90 feet) making a
buffer zone along rivers and
around certain other bodies of
water,' Hauge said. "These fil-
ter strips do not have to meet
credibility criteria of the other
CRP strips.

When these lands are placed
under specified conservation uses it will reduce sedimen-
tation substantially. Cropland may be considered for inclusion
as a filter strip in the program only if it is adjacent to certain
specified types of waterbodies.

"Here's an opportunity to get
nesting cover around that nice
little pond or puddle on the
farm," Hauge said. "These fil-
ter strips do not have to meet
credibility criteria of the other
CRP strips.

When these lands are placed
under specified conservation uses it will reduce sedimen-
tation substantially. Cropland may be considered for inclusion
as a filter strip in the program only if it is adjacent to certain
specified types of waterbodies.

"Here's an opportunity to get
nesting cover around that nice
little pond or puddle on the
farm," Hauge said. "These fil-
ter strips do not have to meet
credibility criteria of the other
CRP strips.

When these lands are placed
under specified conservation uses it will reduce sedimen-
tation substantially. Cropland may be considered for inclusion
as a filter strip in the program only if it is adjacent to certain
specified types of waterbodies.

"Here's an opportunity to get
nesting cover around that nice
little pond or puddle on the
farm," Hauge said. "These fil-
ter strips do not have to meet
credibility criteria of the other
CRP strips.

When these lands are placed
under specified conservation uses it will reduce sedimen-
tation substantially. Cropland may be considered for inclusion
as a filter strip in the program only if it is adjacent to certain
specified types of waterbodies.
### Saving endangered species

This year nine endangered species are vying for the top spot in the hearts of Wisconsin Endangered Resources Fund contributors as the tax check-off enters its fifth year.

Trumpeter swans, peregrine falcons and pine martens are entering their second year of recovery as reintroduction plans continue. Timber wolves, common terns, Peregrine’s terns, red-necked grebes and loggerhead shrikes will become the focus of expanding recovery efforts as the Bureau of Endangered Resources launches its annual fundraising campaign.

"We’re making tremendous progress in preserving and restoring endangered and threatened species in Wisconsin. But it’s all due to the thousands of people who have donated to the check-off in the past," said BER Director Ron Nicotera.

"Without their confidence and support, we wouldn’t have had peregrine falcons soaring over Milwaukee or trumpeter swan cygnets swimming on lakes in Waushara County. All the banding and habitat preservation work for bald eagles and osprey would have come to a screeching halt. We worked on more than 22 species of endangered and threatened plants and animals last year — all due to contributions made to the check-off. And soon we’ll have five new recovery plans ready for implementation, but they’re all riding on contributions to this year’s check-off."

"Last year, the tax check-off raised $250,000 for the programs, and we needed every last penny. If we’re going to continue the recovery programs started last year and begin five new ones, public support is going to be more important than ever.

"We’ve started something here that must continue. We’ve come so far, we just can’t stop now."

According to Nicotera, past contributions to the program have made it possible for endangered resources and wildlife management specialists to remove the double-crested cormorant from the threatened species list, band thousands of young bald eagles, release 14 peregrine falcon chicks, buy radio telemetry collars for timber wolves, build nesting platforms for osprey and Foster’s terns, print educational materials for children and protect and manage critical natural areas.

Donations have also funded native plant surveys, nongame species management projects for frogs, grassland birds and bluebirds, research on endangered turtles and a preliminary survey to determine the status of dozens of other plants and animals in the state.

Nicotera hasn’t set a goal for this year’s check-off. Recovery activities for the nine endangered species alone will require more than $400,000, and the Bureau is involved with many more ongoing species projects, educational activities and land management programs.

Last year’s check-off total of $235,000, along with other donations made directly to the program, provided most of the Bureau’s operating budget. Some federal funds also help support the program, but the availability of these funds fluctuates widely from year to year. Because the federal budget has yet to be approved, BER cannot count on limited endangered species funding to help support projects scheduled for 1988.

"We have the knowledge and expertise to protect and restore endangered species in Wisconsin," said Nicotera. "But it’s the public who will decide whether or not we do it."
Limnology award nominations sought

Madison, WI — Hundreds of people spend their weekends wading deep in aquatic plants, arguing at public meetings into the wee hours of the night, or doing other dirty deeds that need to be done, all in the search of clean lakes.

To recognize outstanding and dedicated volunteers, four Wisconsin organizations are sponsoring awards to honor people who give time and energy to protect the quality of lakes in Wisconsin.

"We want to show some appreciation for the many ways people work together to preserve and restore lake water quality in Wisconsin," said Danielle Velvassori, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, Bureau of Water Resources Management, P.O. Box 7251, Madison, WI 53707.

The awards are sponsored by the Wisconsin Federation of Lakes, the Wisconsin Association of Lake Districts, the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, and the University of Wisconsin-Extension.

Judges from the four organizations are particularly interested in recognizing efforts that could serve as a model for other Wisconsin lakes.

Nominations are due by February 28, 1988. All nominations should include a one-page (typed) description, photographs, handouts and articles that document the person's or group's achievements. The names, addresses and phone numbers of nominees and the nominator should also be included.

Here's your opportunity to show people who are enthusiastic lake supporters that you appreciate their work. Send your nominations to: Danielle Velvassori, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, Bureau of Water Resources Management, P.O. Box 7251, Madison, WI 53707.
Trophy leaves Point, Lardos take Arctic Fest Title

Tom LaBoda
Staff Reporter

This weekend there was plenty of snow, the temperature hovered around the zero mark and there were 17 teams running around chaising a white ball. Which add up to only one thing around Stevens Point this time of year - Arctic Rugby Fest. The championships game was played to a penalty kick and win the title 5-4.

Point A and B-side both played well in the tournament, as they met in the second round. Point A beat UW-Milwaukee 16-4 and the B-side beat Ripon 4-4 to set up the game. Dan Vaughn had two scores and Ed Branchaw one for the A-side, as they came out on top 12-4. A-side then faced the Point and Eau Claire Old Boys)

A tale of talent

Scott Hoekskamp
Sports Editor

In the past, the winter Olympics have been held in winter wonderlands such as Lake Placid and Sarajevo, but the 1988 winter games, which begin Sunday, will take place in a country more familiar with ice hockey than ski jumping and downhill slaloms.

700 athletes (a winter games record for competitors) will be in Canada. They have the past two weeks representing their countries and 'going for the gold," silver or bronze.

For some of these athletes the pressure to win the gold medal in their sport is reaching its pinnacle. But for others representing small countries, such as Lichtenstein and Greenland, the chance for a medal of any type is miniscule but the opportunity to be an homale hero is large.

Some key events to watch in this year's snow charade:

-Reigning Olympic and World Champions figure skater Katarina Witt from East Germany will face American World champ Debbie Thomas. The two met in 1986, with Witt coming out on top. Witt will try and defend her title and 21-year-old Stanford pre-med student will be trying to join the prestigious list of U.S. gold medal figure skaters.

-Wisconsin's representative in the games is West Allis native Dan Jansen. One of his top competitors for the gold in the 500 meter speed skating event is teammate Nick Thometz.

Thometz holds the world record in the event (3:50), with Jansen's best only .3 seconds slower. They could each win a medal in the 1,000.

-Football is over. So what is Willie Gault doing in Calgary? Vacationing? Spectating? None of the above. Due a recent decision to let professional athletes participate in the games Gault has been chosen as a member of the U.S. bobsleding team. Gault was chosen because of his strength to push the sled and his world class speed to gain momentum going through the opening part of the course before climbing into the sled.

Perhaps the most talked about confrontation will be between men's figure skater's Brian Orser and Brian Boitano. Boitano, who received eight 6.0's in the short program at last month's U.S. national competition on his way to the national title, was fifth at the 84 games and will have to overcome a partisan Calgary crowd and the native Canadian if he is to achieve his long, sought after goal. Only after the final scores are tallied will a decade-long skating rivalry be laid to rest.

Turning to page 11

Barnes, Vance power UW-W past Point

Scott Hoekskamp
Sports Editor

The magical hex the UW-Stevens Point men's basketball team has had over UW-Whitewater has finally come to an end after two and a half years. Whitewater defeated the Pointers, 94-67, Tuesday night at Williams Arena in Whitewater.

But the Pointers did not go down without a fight. After the Warhaws had gone up by 15 with 12 minutes to play, UWSP went on an eight-point tear. Senior guard Todd Christianson hit a jumper and followed with two free throws the next trip down the floor to cut the lead to 11.

Darian Brown canned a 15-footer and Dimitric Roseboro dished off an assist to Christianson to slice the once-hearty Hawk advantage in half at 57-50. Brown also stuck to White-water guard Duane Vance, the conference's leading scorer, like a fly to fly paper.

Vance did not score for the first 18 minutes of the second half but managed a game-high 22 points despite Point coach Bob Parker's tactic of constantly keeping a fresh defensive player on him.

But after their three-minute run at the lead, the Pointers could not get any closer as Whitewater returned the favor by outscoring the visitors 11-4 to go up 78-53 and then coasted to victory.

Point held brief leads of 8-2 and 18-13 in the first half but the Warhawks went to former Wisconsin high school player of the year Robert Barnard, who killed Point with his inside play. Whitewater blew a 21-21 game by going on a 15-2 spurt escalating their lead to 43-29 with 4:30 minutes left in the first stanza.

The Pointers were only down 43-21 at half after Tim Sonnenberg picked up seven points and Joel Christianson for an easy lay-up as time ran out.

Christianson finished with 21 and John Holmes contributed a quiet 15.

Barnes added another seven in the second half to finish with 19. Jeff Sefrit helped balance the scoring attack with 17.

Whitewater remained in the hunt with UW-Whitewater, which finished with a 2-9 record, 16-4 overall, and their hopes of a District 14 playoff berth continues to fade. They return to the hardwood at home this weekend for games against Eau Claire (Friday) and Stout (Saturday).
Witt cautiously optimistic for upcoming track season

Sport Information Office

What do you do if you are a track coach, have two feet of snow on the ground, and limited indoor facilities in which to train? If you are UW-Stevens Point track coach Rick Witt, you compete in the conference title and a finish in the top 10 nationally.

With two of the nation's top coaches in Division III track and field, continually has these lofty goals for his athletes despite track facility obstacles. This year is no different.

Witt, however, enters the season with guarded optimism.

"We should be very competitive come meet time, ... " said coach Witt. "Our frontliners are quality athletes and that ... make me feel very comfortable about ... meet the indoor season."

As in past years, topping the list of UWSP track stars are the distance people. Carry Enger and Barb Knuese are the distance people. Barry Knuese also domi¬

ated the women's field by scoring 111.5 points, followed by Whitewater with 38. Stevens Point finished third with 19.5.

Pointer second places went to Carrie Enger in the 1,000 yard run in a time of 2:51.96 and Barb Knuese in the 600 with a 1:32.6 time. The mile relay team of Enger, Knuese, Becki Sherwood and Maureen Seidl also crossed the line first in 4:54.1.

"Between colds, flu, injuries and bad luck, there was not too much excitement " said coach Witt about the season.

Carrie Enger and Barb Knuese ran well. Due to the weather, Carrie has not been able to do the speed work ... call for a kick at the end of the race," said Hill. "She did, however, do an excellent job of setting her race up to that point.

"Barb did a nice job in the 600 and the mile relay. Her second place in time of 1:32 is a real good job for this time of the season.

The women's next meet is at the Wisconsin Invitational Meet held at Wisconsin-Superior and the Northerners are coming to compete in the Eric Linder gym.

Matmen win a pair.

Pete Benedict
Staff Reporter

The UW-Stevens Point wrestling team rode three opening match victories by Ryan Burns to two win meets this season.

In Wednesday's triangular meet in Berg Gym UWSP split their two meets. River Falls won three of the final four matches for a 25-13 decision, but Point came back to defeat Oshkosh 25-18.

Burns won both his 118 matches by decision against former UWSP wrestlers the season.

"We're going to have the best individual matches if we want to win the dual," said Løy. "All of the individual matches are close and we ended up on the bottom of all of them." 

"Even though we got beat, we want to keep teams like Loras on our schedule. It only makes us better when we wrestle good teams."

"Our goal, as always, is to finish in the top two in the WSUC and the top 10 nationally."

"Our conference will be more balanced than in previous years because more schools are gaining indoor facilities. Teams like River Falls, Whitewater and Eau Claire, along with Oshkosh should be better."

"La Crosse is still the favorite but they may not be as strong as last season depth-wise."

The Pointers will have two home meets this year - the Col¬

Don't just participate in sports, write about it. Call Scott at X2249

Spike in the sun

Footlocker's Coed Volleyball Classic will be held from March 15-17, 1988, in Palm Springs, CA. Coed volleyball teams representing four-year colleges from across the United States will compete for over $11,000 in cash and prizes in the inaugural event. Teams must consist of six players (3 men and 3 women) who are full-time students at the colleges they represent.

The championship will be held at "America's deluxe water re¬sort" the Oasis at Hearst Resort, 1500 Gene Autry Trail, Palm Springs, CA. The Oasis has an outstanding outdoor terraced volleyball stadium which holds over 4,000 people and has two sand volleyball courts.

The championship volleyball match will start at approximately 9:00 PM (PST) on Sun¬

day, March 27 and will be tele¬

vised nationwide by ESPN on a taped-played basis. Prior to the championship match, a celebrity team will play an exhibition match against a team made up of college players selected from participating teams.

Registration is open to all full-time students who are not currently on their school's varsity team. All interested teams should contact the event organi¬

izers - Sunset Productions, 671 Sunset Blvd., Suite 1351, Holly¬

wood, CA 90220 or call Mike Mischke (213) 461-4030.

Track teams third at Oshkosh

Christmas come back off to good start

by Scott Horecky
Sports Editor

Despite strong individual perform¬
ances both the UWSP men's and women's track teams placed third at the Oshkosh Triangular last weekend.

With the snow on the ground and 71 points, UWSP finished with 51, tied for third.

"Any time you lose a meet where you feel like you could have won, you don't feel very well," said head coach Rick Witt. "We could have won this meet but they scored more points than us in a relay."

It took Tom Morris to run a sub-four minute mile to defeat two other Americans. His 1:50 me¬

ter time of 3:39.7 was a personal best.

Mike Christian, returning to the track after a year and a half layoff, cruised to a first place time of 1:33.8 in the 600 yard run, almost a second faster than his own personal best.

Astron Kenney won the 60 yard dash in 6.3 and Steve Allis¬

son the 100 yard dash in a time of 2:15.5 clocking.

Pointer second places went to Kenney in the 100 with a 11.0, Elmore in the 5,000 meters (15:40), Pete Larson in the 800 dash (1:57), Ullrich in the mile (3:59.21), and Tom Morris (3,000 meters, 9:27.9).

"When you compete against two of the best teams in the state, you can not make mis¬
stakes and still win," said Witt. "I did see something I really liked and yet at the same time found some areas where we need work.

"Mike Christian looked super after a year and a half lay¬

off. He is ready for some great times."

Oshkosh dominated the men's field by scoring 111.5 points, followed by Whitewater with 38. Stevens Point finished third with 19.5.

Pointer second places went to Carrie Enger in the 1,000 yard run in a time of 2:51.96 and Barb Knuese in the 600 with a 1:32.6 time. The mile relay team of Enger, Knuese, Becki Sherwood and Maureen Seidl also crossed the finish line second in 4:54.1.

"Between colds, flu, injuries and bad luck, there was not too much excitement " said women's coach Len Hill.

Carrie Enger and Barb Knuese ran well. Due to the weather, Carrie has not been able to do the speed work necessary for a kick at the end of the race," said Hill. "She did, however, do an excellent job of setting her race up to that point.

"Barb did a nice job in the 600 and the mile relay. Her second place in time of 1:32 is a real good job for this time of the season.

The womens next meet is at the Wisconsin Invitational Meet held at Wisconsin-Superior and the Northerners are coming to compete in the Eric Linder gym.

Mike Christian will also be a freshman to watch in the half-mile.

With the return of All-American Mike Christian, the hur¬

dle relay team of Christian, Witt, Schrader and Matczak has been timed at 6:34 in the 60 yards dash and holds a 9.97 100 me¬
ters. Pete Larsen, Tim Jahke and Hap Wollgram, along with freshman Rob Wilson, add depth to a vastly improving area for Witt.

The field events haven't been a traditionally strong area for the Pointers but Witt feels they will be better this season. All-American Scott Laurent returns as a triple-jumper while Ben Baumgard and Scott Patza both have national meet experience as high jumpers. Patza is back after taking a year off.

John Gunderson, Jim Shum¬

way and Ron Schraml will han¬

dle the weight events. Gunderson and Schraml have placed in the hammer throw at the WSUC meet last year. SPASH standout Troy Hellbach will help in the weight events and may throw the javelin. Areas of concern for Witt include the pole vault and the long jump where no ex¬

perienced performers return.

Overall Witt believes his team can challenge for the top spot in the league.

"We have quite a bit of talent and many athletes have valuable experience," he said. "As we enter the indoor season, you will see a lot of quality runners with experience and many athletes have national meet experience as high jumpers. Patza is back after taking a year off.
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Overall Witt believes his team can challenge for the top spot in the league.
Superior won the score over their opponent 6.72 and the conference's leading scorer with 40 points on 10 goals. Ralph Barahona, Pat McPartlin and Joe Butcher are eighth, ninth and tenth. More hockey. River Falls wrapped up its seventh straight conference championship with two victories over Eau Claire. Defending WSUC sprint champion Dan Keiner of Superior won the 55-meter dash in 6.72 and the 200 in 22.23 at the Doug Roth Invitational at UN-Duluth...Whitewater wrestler Steve Raczek (146-pound division) earned last week's conference wrestler of the week. What makes him unique is that he is blind. Despite his handicap he pinned his River Falls opponent Friday and Tuesday scored a 6-2 victory over Platteville's Steve Nehls. During a women's basketball game between River Falls and Oshkosh senior Linda Christopherson of Falls scored a school record 39 points...Stout 50 freestyle swimmer Wendy Heinzeke boasted the school mark of :24.05 with a 24.4 effort. The mark, however, is only a pool record. The conference record must be broken during the conference meet at the end of the season...Eau Claire junior Ann Knetzger set a school record in winning the 400-meter dash in 1:01.5 in a non-scoring meet at St. Cloud...Eau Claire has the early lead in the battle for the WIIAC All-Sports Award with 25 points. The award is given to the school with the strongest overall athletic program. It is based exclusively on a team's finish in each conference sport. Points are awarded for each sport throughout the year, with nine points going to the top finisher in each conference sport. Points are awarded for each sport throughout the year, with nine points going to the top finisher in each conference sport. Points are awarded for each sport throughout the year, with nine points going to the top finisher in each conference sport. Points are awarded for each sport throughout the year, with nine points going to the top finisher in each conference sport. Points are awarded for each sport throughout the year, with nine points going to the top finisher in each conference sport.

Limited time only... 

Go for the Bold! 

Cheddar Melt & Super Size Fries 

Go for the burger that goes all out for flavor—Cheddar Melt: our 1 lb. all-beef patty topped with the bold taste of grilled onions and real cheddar cheese sauce piled high on a toasted rye bun. Put it together with Super Size Fries—that's 30% more than a large size of our World Famous Fries® for a taste that's truly delicious! But hurry! They won't be around for long! 

IT'S A GOOD TIME FOR THE GREAT TASTE! 

Stevens Point & Wiss. Rapids 

Sonya Sorenson: 

A career 

Another missed opportunity could haunt Pointer Icers 

by Scott Haeckamp 

Sports Editor 

The opportunity that presented itself last weekend for the Stevens Point ice hockey team slipped through their hands as quickly as the puck slid into the goal for the final score of the game. After taking the opening game against Superior, 6-4, the Pointer icerocks were knocked off Saturday night 6-3 in overtime. A sweep of Superior would have pulled UWSP to within two points of second place in the WCHA. Point has a 11-7-2 record with 24 points. Four behind Bemidji State and six behind Mankato State. Head coach Mark Mazzeolin said of the game, "I don't fault our effort. Superior played a much better game than they did Friday night. We just had a few lapses and they capitalized on our mistakes." 

Plagued by recent injuries and a case of food poisoning, Point was forced to make the trip with a reduced roster, which made for several lineup changes. Jason Wentler was ill and Jim Klenk sat out both games due to a bad back. Pat McPartlin had to be hospitalized after Friday's game with food poisoning. "Any time you lose a player like McPartlin, it's going to affect your team. He kills penalties, plays on the power play and takes a regular shift. He's also a leader and we missed his intensity," Joe Butcher slid in two goals to lead Point to Friday's victory. McPartlin, Supple, O'Sheridan and Ralph Barahona each added one goal. Superior got all to a quick 3-0 lead Saturday night before Pointer Tim Comeau got UWSP on the scoreboard 32 seconds into the second period. Ralph Barahona tied the score with his second goal of the weekend. Superior scored once more to take a 3-2 lead into intermission. Barahona knotted the score once more only 48 seconds into the third period on a power play. The score remained tied for the remainder of regulation and into overtime until the puck ricocheted off the skate of a Pointer player and into the net. One bright spot for the team was the play of Barahona. The junior from Lakewood, California, extended his school record scoring streak to 13 consecutive games.
Point romps, Sorenson rolls
by Scott Huelskamp
Sports Editor

The UW-Stevens Point women's hoopster may be down, but they are not out, yet.

By rebounding from a 63-55 loss to Oshkosh earlier in the week to crush Platteville Friday night 73-50, the women cagers improved their WWIAC record to 9-1.

The Lady Hoopster refuse to hand over their conference title as they continue to creep up the conference front-runners, River Falls (7-1) and La Crosse (8-2).

Point jumped to an early 14 point first half lead and never looked back.

Sonny Sorenson had her best outing of the year by hitting 13 of 19 field goals and seven free-throws for 33 points to lead all scorers. She also cleaned 12 boards off the glass.

Renee Bourget added 11 and Deb Shane had 10 points and six assists.

"It was a great team win," said head coach Ruth Anne Kaiser. "We showed a lot of character in coming back from the tough loss at Oshkosh. Sonny (Sorenson) played a great game and everybody else did what they had to do."

A key factor in the Lady Pointers success against the Pioneers was their dead-eye shooting. They connected on 29 of 54 attempts from the field for 54% and 14 of 20 free-throws (70%).

The crucial, final portion of UWSPs schedule will begin when they face River Falls at home Saturday afternoon at 3:00. Two of their final five games will be against River Falls (February 20) and La Crosse (February 27).

Basketball

A basketball tournament has been set up by the UWSP intramural department for the weekend of February 19, 20, and 21.

The tournament is open to all UWSP students and faculty. A limit of eight persons per team has been set by the department. They will construct a tournament bracket for the first 16 teams to register. Entry fee is $40.

Tourney jackets will be awarded to the winners and the second place team will receive various prizes.
SPRING BREAK
DAYTONA

Spend Yours in Style with the
DESIGNER'S DIFFERENCE

2 FREE
SPRING BREAK
TRIPS
Plus Other Numerous Door Prizes
TO BE GIVEN AWAY
AT
GRIN & BEER IT

FEB. 18th
7-10 P.M.
Sponsored by Coors Beer and
Designers of Travel

CASTAWAY BEACH RESORT
(LOCATED DIRECTLY ON THE BEACH)

For More Information
Scot Barton 341-9636
Mike Van Hefty 344-5784
Neale family donates $10,000 to UWSP

Nearly $10,000 has been contributed to the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point by the family of the late Oscar W. Neale for an endowed scholarship program at the university.

As a leader in the field of art education, Neale traveled extensively throughout his career, lugging trunks containing copies of about 200 masterpieces that were used in shows he presented for the public. The two books he published, "Picture Study in the Grades" and "World Famous Pictures," were used in schools throughout the country.

According to the author of the article in the professional journal, "Neale came to feel that the arts were neglected in teacher education and children's education and determined to do something about it. The incident that triggered this was that Neale discovered a young teacher in a one-room school, covering the walls of her classroom with pictures from a dreammaker's magazine. She had no source for attractive and aesthetically valuable educational visual aids nor standards for choosing such aids.

Neale reacted very strongly to what he felt was a demeaning situation. Years later, he was reported as saying that this incident had shown him that there had been too much emphasis on the three "R's" and he set about remedying this through a one-man crusade. He bought reproductions on credit, then toured schools to give talks about the pictures. Neale also became a speaker on the tent Chautauqua circuit.

Neale had received many accolades in his lifetime. After he retired, he was twice elected a state senator to represent Portage and Waupaca Counties. He was an alderman and a longtime member of the city police and fire commission. President Herbert Hoover appointed him to serve from 1929 to 1932 on the White House Conference for Child Health.

Neale died in 1957. Eight years later, UW-SP honored him posthumously by dedicating a new student residence hall in his name.

Nutrition, from page 11

Most Americans consume two to three times the amount of protein they require and, thus, meet athletic needs easily. An easy way to estimate your body's daily requirement for protein is to use the Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) of 0.8 grams of protein per kilogram (2.2 lbs.) of body weight per day.

For example, a 150 pound athlete would require 54 grams of protein per day. Meat, cheese, eggs, fish, poultry, and a half cup of legumes contain 7 grams of protein; one cup of milk contains 8 grams; and a half cup of bread or cereal has 2 grams. Thus, that 150 pound athlete could meet his needs by consuming four ounces of meat or cheese, two glasses of milk, and five servings of bread, grains, pasta or cereals per day.

SETV PROGRAMMING SCHEDULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00pm-5:00pm</td>
<td>America-NCTV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30pm-6:00pm</td>
<td>Unensored-NCTV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00pm-6:30pm</td>
<td>Richard Brown's Screening Room-NCTV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30pm-7:00am</td>
<td>Grooves with Meg Griffin - NCTV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00pm-7:30pm</td>
<td>Honey West - NCTV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Limited Area*
THE 1988 UN-SP SNOW & ICE REMOVAL CREW, PICTURED HERE WITH SOME OF THE NEWLY PURCHASED EQUIPMENT.

by Kyle White

GOLD SALE

$40.00 off any 18K ring.

$30.00 off any 14K ring.

$15.00 off any 10K ring.

For one week only. Order and save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete details, see your Jostens representative.

JOSTENS

Feb. 15 & 16

10-3

Univ. Ctr. Concourse

CHUCK OLSON AND THE TWINS HE GAVE BIRTH TO DURING THE FIRST AEROBICS SESSION HE EVER ATTENDED.

HAVE A HAPPY HEART'S DAY

Sunday, February 14

Send a Hallmark Valentine's card. When you care enough to send the very best.

UNIVERSITY STORE

STUDENTS HELPING STUDENTS

Send a Message Line, 289-347

WANT TO WRITE?
Here's a thought...
Call the Pointer
at X2249.

HAVE A HAPPY HEART'S DAY

Sunday, February 14

Send a Hallmark Valentine's card. When you care enough to send the very best.
New Outdoor Writers needed, call X2249

Outdoor Writers needed, call X2249

**Grants**, from pg. 12

consist that need materials or applications for information regarding gifted and
talented education. Last year's grant, arranged by Grover, was used to create the
the network was featured in UWSP's Professional Studies Building-School of Education

The funds covered the cost of a national survey in which ev-ery
day state director of a gifted and talented program in the country was interviewed by a UWSP's teacher preparation program. The survey was sponsored by the UWSP's Center for
taught in high schools in his last week.

The network's director is Ja- net Boyles, a professor specializing in gifted and talent ededucation. She heads the Department of Gifted Education, for

to the university to assist ar e small school districts in their efforts to help students.

Speaking of styrofoam, some U. of Washington faculty and stu-dents are challenging a plan to switch in campus dining halls from china tableware to dispos-able styrofoam. The students say it is irresponsible for the university to contribute to envi ronmental problems and

The band played on. About 20 years after the Mississippi River failed, causing the paper to run a story about a parent charging the band with

The story said a parent accused members of the band of beating other members for being late for performances. The paper vowed to

"You're up for a threesome! Don't try to pull something on me."

Carrie: Don't get caught looking

Julie: Don't go pinching strangers you never know what might happen! Be "nice" to Ken this weekend and have a great time. Jen.

Happy Birthday Gary! Love, Amy

My Sweet Prince You're so handsome! And those legs! Thanks for being such a sweet person. Happy belated Valentine's day. I love you. You're darling! Princess and I'm too.

Kenny, I've come back for your spam.

Jane: Hey Susie, Where can I get more info. for my term pa-per?

Buy: Try the Women's Re-source Center. They've got files of info. and a lending library.

Dale: Thank you for the greatest three years and five months of my life! Happy Valentine's Day! You're the best! Love, Teen

Bret and Pat, I miss those inter esting talks we had in Text

Rent: Have you seen 9 and a half weeks yet? Your flying

partner

Dad: A day does not pass when I am not thankful for you presence in my life. I appreciate you who are family. Happy Valentine's Day! Kisses, Laun Delta Sigma Chi, We Be Jam-ming' Love ya Pusbadh Bean

you Sunday? Jen

Happy 19th, little boy! I hope you won't need a "babysitter" to get through the weekend so I can't be here or the to have a nice (boring and lonely) weekend at home! See
SOME LIKE IT HOT

UAB Spring Break 88

DAYSBONA^PRIME^- LET'S PADRE

SOME LIKE IT HOT
3 Days of Events That
Are HOT - HOT - HOT!

Thursday, Feb. 11
Spring Break Dinner
at DeBot & Allen Centers
LOVE CONNECTION - D.J. Dance
8:00 in the Encore
UAB Leisure Time

Friday, Feb. 12
Food Service Sponsored
NACHO STAND
in the Concourse
Men's Basketball 7:30
Vs. Eau Claire
IPSO FACTO - 8:00 Encore
UAB ALTERNATIVE SOUNDS

Saturday, Feb. 13
HOCKEY 2:00 — WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 3:00
UAB CONCERTS presents the HEART